Image to Qlik Visualization component / Pictorial Fraction chart
Inspired by the post “Image to Map” written by Patric Nordstorm, I wanted to recreate this idea using
simple tools, not that patric has mentioned about the tools used are difficult to use. I wanted to use
even more basic tools like PPT/DOC/Paint and transform any 2D image into a Qlik Visualization.
As mentioned by Patic, to transform any 2D image to visualization component, we need to follow a
workflow.







You need to find an image. let’s, say here you can create your image using PPT / Paint or you can
use Clip art images
Ensure the image is in Black / White so that polygons in the image are visible. Patric in his
example has used inkscape, we can substitute this by saving the image in monochrome and as
bitmap.
Vectorize the image. Patric has used QGIS, here I can demonstrate using geoJson format.
Load the data into QlikSense
Done !!!

Here, I would like to demonstrate using an example of Cricket wagon wheel, Cricket is my favorite sport
and for any sport to analyze individual’s performance or plot a strategy for the game these data stats are
very useful. So, here I will demonstrate a batsman wagon wheel.
A wagon wheel is a color coded representation of shots hit by a batsman in a Cricket match. Since the
legitimate scoring area in cricket encompasses a 360 degree circle centered on the batsman, over time
the ensemble of all the shots resembles the spokes of a wagon wheel.
A wagon wheel looks like this:
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Now, lets make this wagon wheel in PPT, by drawing 2 Ovals and 4 lines dividing into 8 sections. The
image in PPT:

Next, I save this image as bmp, to do this I copy and paste in paint 3d and save it as BMP.
Now, I need to vectorize the image, to do this I use a tool called “Potrace” or you can use any tool which
can vectorize the tool and provide you polygon coordinates. Using Potrace, I save the output of the
image as geojson file.
The output of geojson from potrace looks like below:
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Here, we copy paste these coordinates into a csv / excel file, so that these coordinates can be replicated
in the map visualization of Qlik sense.
The excel / csv input with these coordinates looks like the below:

Here, I have created 2 columns (i.e. Polygon and cord), in polygon column, I have provided a reference
of the polygon names P1, P2, etc. and next to it are the coordinates copied from geojson file.
Next, we load all of this data into Qlik Sense and create a map chart in Qlik Sense. In Qlik Sense, we need
load the excel file using load scrip and load all the Polygon and their coordinate details.
You can then drag and drop the “Map” visualization into Qlik Canvas. Then go to “Map Settings” select
the base map and select the base map type as “None”
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Under Map settings, make sure you change the projection to “User defined (meters)”

Next, go to Layers settings and Add a new layer to the map. Click on Add layer, and then select “Area
Layer”
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In the Dimensions, Add the “Polygon” column and under location you enter the coordinates

After Adding the dimension and Location field, you should now see the output in the Map visualization

Now, we can add more customizations to this chart, like changing the colors, legend, etc. now we the
visualization ready, we need to link this to player’s data set. Here, the link field will be the polygons used
you need map the polygons to ground scoring areas like cover, square, log-on, etc. and then batsmen
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data will have scoring details which provides stats on his scoring areas. For this we create a master
measure and we can set the segment colors for better visualization.

We add this master measure in Color settings of the chart and by enabling the library colors we can
incorporate the segment colors used in master measure.

That’s all we should be now ready with wagon wheel visualization. You can refer the sample QVF and
data sheets for more information.
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